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1 SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

The advent of the computers thousands of times more powerful than those a decade
ago totally altered the way scientists conduct research in the many areas for which
an enormous amount of computer resources are required. A typical example is the
study of nonlinear waves in real materials. Using tile iIutkrf:c :wcld !c v. c,
by the principal investigator and co-workers, we have made significant progress in tile
studies of fluid flow focused on chaotic mixing and shock interactions. The studies
were carried out only in two dimensions on sequential machines. In most of these cases
for realistic problems of physical interest, further progress requires development ()f
three dimensional algorithms. These algorithms, used for scientific i)urposes, including
multiple computation to explore the solution dependence on physical parameters, will

require extensive computer resources, which cost-effective parallel computation will
allow.

Our collective research supported by this grant has been to develop parallel algo-
rithms for three dimensional fluid computations based on the interface methods. This
particular research project formulated itself into five logical phases:

1. Parallelizing the 2D front tracking code and conducting performance analysis for

optimization;

2. Developing 3D interface algorithms with parallel flavors;

3. Coding and tuning 3D algorithms in parallel;

4. Analyzing numerical results for gas dynamics to obtain a deeper uniderstan(ling

of hyperbolic systems;

5. Extending the parallel code to obtain solutions for elliptic systemis.

To date when this report is written, phase I of the project is nearly completed witi
remaining research on parallel optimization including load balancing and coiniunica-
tion issues. The three dimensional extcr 1nons, ot thn phase II, are also substantially
advanced. We should report results from studies of phases III & IV in the near future,
while phase V is still in its planning stage.

This report reviews in details our progress and short-term plans on all l)hases of
the research supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research with additiolal
support from other agencies.

1.1 Interface Methods: More Robust and Accurate

The finite difference method and many of its modified furtis, with well-k mwu simnl)iict\N
in their implementations, will fail if they are (a) underresolved and (b) the prol)len be-

ing computed is sensitive to under resolution. We have idolified arvis whrc sensitivily
to under resolution is important hut was not realized. Our researchi. as suniiaiarized iii



the principal investigator's paper [5), has been to deal with this aspect of comlputationial
science, or to introduce more robust and accurate numerical methods.

A general theory has been developed [4), [ 6) to explain and predict sensitive behav-
ior of nonlinear waves and wave intpractions on internal length scales and for numerical
computations on grid spacing and artificial viscosity. This theory develops a geonet-
rical picture of wave interactions in terms of an intrinsically defined wave imaifold.
Bifurcation and length scale sensitivity are ofteti associated with loss of tramtsversality
at wave curve crossings with admissibility bo,.idaries and with saddle-saddle connec-
tions, as occurs for chemically reactive waves.

The interface methods were developed to response to the challenges that tIle vari-
ations of finite difference method face and are not able to overcome. In fact, the
interface methods did overcome a series of obstacles. In particular the bifurcation of
front topology, which results from colliding fronts, was solved in many cases. The meth-
ods produced remarkable accuracy for a wide range of scientific problems. As pointed
out before, all these tests were performed in two dimensions. A major breakthrogh
will occur when realistic three dimensional problems of physical interest are solved. To

solve a class of three dimensional problem efficiently, parallel computing will play a
vital role. The research project focused around developing three-dimensional parallel
interface methods has attracted most of our interest and energy.

Before investing in a full scale effort to developing three-dimiensional parallel in-
terface methods for a class of hyperbolic and elliptic systems, we have conducted an
extensive study, reviewing the existing technology (hardware and software) to predict
the feasibility of a project of this size. The major findings of the investigation are
summarized in the following review article [5].

In this paper, we review the evolution of computer and computing technologies for

the past 40 years, and we compare micro, mini, main-frame and supercomputers and
justify the existence of shared-memory/distributed, MIMD/SIIMlD parallel computers.
From these studies, we conclude that parallel computing is the wave of the future.
There will be no scientific advancement in many areas without parallel computing. As
shown by Table 1, it takes years of CPU time of the fastest supercomputers currently
available, such as Connection Machine CM-2 with 64,000 processors, to solve some of
large scale problems of current scientific importance.

1.2 Parallelization in Two Dimensions

Parallelizing our two-dimensional front-tracking code is the first step towards the goal
of developing three-dimensional parallel interface methods.

We have successfully decomposed a two-dimensional material interface systein into
sub-interfaces (See Figure 1) and instructed the l)articipating processors to build a self-
contained sub-interface with artificial boundaries tran sferred fromi ueiglbori ig proces-
sors. The result is summarized in [3].

Conceptually, the technique of decomposing a computatioail domnai m into sub-
domains is rather standard.
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Figure 1: A mnaterial1 interface is decomposed iito 15 sibdoitis ( box- wise). Th'Ie
numbers in the sub-interfaces denote the processor ID's. Other possible (leconipositiols,
(e.g. strip-wise) can also be carried out by the samec code.
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Machines Moderate Grand Challenge
[ Problems IProblems

TFlop Machine 2 seconds 10 hours
CM-2 64K 30 minutes 1 year
CRAY Y-MP/8 4 hours 10 years
Alliant FX/80 5 days 250 years
SUN 4/60 1 month 1.5K years
VAX 11/780 9 months 14K years
IBM PC/8087 9 years 170K years
Apple Mac 23 years 450K years

Table 1: Typical times for solving medium size scientific problems and representative
grand challenge problems on various computers.

First, we determine the border curves that bound the sub-interface and tile iind all
curves that intersect these border curves. Then, we split these intersected curves into
two pieces, one of which lies within the border, and is inserted into the sub-interface.
Finally, we find the intersection points and insert them as boundary nodes into the sub-
interface. The locally "interior" elements (nodes and curves) are inserted unchanged.
This is part of the operations, namely the surgery on geometry of the objects. A lore
important but less complex operation is that of states assigned to these objects. We
first set up the state parameters and then copy or compute via linear interpolation the
states of points on a bond, or on curves or interior points.

From a higher level coding viewpoint, at initialization, individual processors are ac-
tivated to generate correctly positioned sub-interfaces while at re-start from an existing
full interface, individual processors are to pick up the right portion of the interface.

The decomposition scheme described above is also quite flexible, by generating
reasonably arbitrary shaped sub-interfaces, in handling the load im-balance problems
that appear in many calculations of physical interests. For example, in our simulation of
interface systems, a heavier load appears mostly where the interface occurs. Moreover,
a uniform distribution of the interface is not common. For a number of problems in
the scientific applications, we are considering interfaces that frequently cluster in a
horizontal (vertical) direction, which leads us to decompose the interfaces i lio verlical
(horizontal) strip-wise sub-interfaces.

The process of constructing artificial boundaries is not as straightforward. lFirst, all
the processors need to figure out their position in the computational domain. One of
the three cases can occur: (a) interior processor (with 8 surrounding processors ill 21)
and 26 in 3D), (b) boundary processor (with one and only one artificial boun(ary curve
(surface in 3D) on the physical boundary curve (qurface in 3D)), (c) corner pT,cesCr
(with one and only one subdomain corner on the physical subdoinain corner). After
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figuring out its position, a processor begins to establish coinininicatioi chamiieIs with
a cluster of neighboring processors if possible. In any of these cases, a processor takes
the necessary objects with state values from all its legal neighbors (eight in 21) if the
processor is an interior processor, for example) or retains the original computational
domain's boundary information to form its self-contained subdoiiaiii.

It is clear that propagating the updated self-contained sub-interface for an ititerl'ace

problem is like a serial code after artificial boundaries are set ulp correctly.
The subtlety in transferring the special data structures (objects) is unique to us. A

more &dtailcd description of these operations will appear in a separate publicatioln.

Our tests are performed on two representative distributed-memory MlIMI) parallel

supercomputers, the iPSC/860 and the nCUBE/2.

1.3 Three Dimensional Interface Methods

The main algorithmic issues for front tracking in three dimensions [3] are: (a) tile
construction of surface grids, (b) the construction of volume grids which are adapted
to (i.e. which respect, or do not overlap with) specified surfaces, (c) the elficient
computation of interface topology, (d) the resolution of self intersections in a tangled
interface, and (e) parallel computation. Most of these issues are important for numnerons
methods of computation.

We have worked out the details of the first three parts, naimely, th, general ion of
the surface grid and unstructured interface fitting volume grid and the colnptltation of

interface topology. We are in the process of developing schemes to complete the last
two parts.

In 3D, an interface consists of a set of surfaces. Each surface contains a set of
triangles and is bounded by curves. A curve contains a set of doulbly linked line

segments called bonds. For a valid interface, there are no intersections between surfaces
and no self-intersections on each surface. Surfaces may connect along boundary curves
only. Each triangle has three pointers. They point to three neighboring triangles
connected at its edges. If any edge of a triangle is on the boundary of the surface, the
corresponding pointer points to the bond of a. boundary curve which coincides with
that boundary edge.

A timing study helped to resolve the major unknowns for predicting feasibilily. For a
major library (manipulating geometric objects) in three-dimensional interface methods,
we have done extensive performance analysis on three typical machines: Intel ilSC/860,

nCUBE/2 and a SUN SPARCstation-1 [2], [ 1]. The results indicate that significantly
large three-dimensional physical problems can be solved with fairly high accuracy at
a reasonable rate. We also estimate the relative performance of the three comiputers
for our application. The SUN is two times faster than a one-processor nCUIBE/2. The
one-processor iPSC/860 is more than five times faster than one-processor nCUHI1'/2.

We can then project the best practical calculations we can perform.
What can we do u d single processor of the parallel maclines? As we can see from

Table 2, each time step that involves processing 50,000 triangles on a reasonable grid of
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Tris Machine N=20 N=30 j N=40 N=50] N=8 N=9J
12288 A 12.2 10.5 10.0

B 33.7 26.1 24.6
C 52.0 44.2

24576 A 16.8 13.0
B 44.5 33.6

_C 66.7 51.9
49152 A 10.1

B 60.9 40.1 32.1 29.1 25.0 25.0

C 88.0 58.6 51.8 48.9
98304 A

B 97.6 58.1 42.5 37.9 29.7 29.6
c

196608 A

B 83.6 57.9 46.8 32.A 30.5
C In _

'Fable 2: CPU time in units of minutes/mega-tri spent on three machiiies (A simgh,-
Drocessor iPSC/860, B = 'UN and C = single-processor nCUBE/2) for grids A, x .Vx .\
with different numbers of triangles. The computational task associated wil It I 1is test
was to make the hash table for the triangles on the interfaces.

25 x 25 x 50 takes about 0.7 minutes on a single processor iPSC/860. Act tially. we have
just counted the timc spell on the fhinctions ini th , ;ir ,rfac, lib,'arv. lIIit, wit 1 some
assumptions and the experience from the previous two (imiensiotial CaleCIatioIIS. We
project that it takes 3-4 times longer to complete a time step with ;iIll IlI (;Il('Ilait(uIIs
needed. Thus, we think a rate of 2.5 minutes per processur per Gime step is a proper
estimate.

If we can gain a linear speedup with up to 64 processors, we can study problems oii
a moderate grid of 100 x 100 x 200 at a rate of 2.5 minutes per time step, which aiiounlts
to getting 500 time steps a day. It is the typical speed of most today's calculations.
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Parallel Computations Using
Interface Methods for Fluid

Dynamics in Three Dimensions

Yuefan Deng*
James Glimmt

Department of Applied Mathematics and Statistics
SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY i1794-3600

Abstract

The value of interface metliods or front tracking has been demon-
strated by a series of computations for two dimensional fluid flow
focused on chaotic mixing, shock'inteiactions and oil reservoir simu-
lation. In most of these cases, further progress de'pends upon three
dimensional computations. These computations, used for scientific
purp .oses, including'multiple computation to explore the solution de-
pendence on physical parameters, will require extensive computer re-
sources', Our preliminary timing study indicates that a complete and
reliable calculation in three dimensions on a reasonably fine grid will
take months on a sequential machine with a peak performance of 15

MIPS. However, the newly introduced Intel iPSC/860 parallel super-
computer, even in the smallest configuration with 8 processors and a
total peak rate of 480 Mflops, will reduce the time to days, based on
very conservative estimates of peak utilization.

The complete simulation code exceeds one quarter of a million lines
of C code, including support for multiple physical applications. The

*Supported by the Applied Mathematics Subprogram of the U.S. Department of Energy
DE-FG02-90ER25084, the Army Reseach Organization, grant DAAL03-K-0017.

tSupportec also by the National Science Foundation, grant DMS-89018844.



MIMD hypercube architecture of the Intel machine allows a feasible
route to parallelization of this code, especially for explicit time step
algorithms. In fact, each processor will run identical instructions,

which are nearly identicJ to the sequential algorithms, but restricted
to a subdomain, with communication of boundary information once or
a limited number of times per time step. The advantage of relatively
small communication cost compared to computation thus provides an

ideal environment for domain decomposition.
The main algorithmic issues for front tracking in three dimensions

are presented and analyzed. Based on the idea of domain decomposi-

tion and the results of timing studies, we present arguments support-
ing the feasibility and justifying the significance of introducing parallel

computing into this investigation.
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1 Fluid Dynamics Using Interface Methods on
Parallel Processors

Yuefan Deng and James Glimm 1

Abstract. A general idea is introduced to develop parallel algorithms for three
dimensional fluid computations based on interface methods. These methods offer
unique resolution capabilities which have been demonstrated by a series of sequen-
tial computations for two dimensional fluid flow focused on chaotic mixing, shock
interactions and oil reservoir simulation. In most of these cases, further progress
requires development of three dimensional algorithms. These algorithms, used for
scientific purposes, including multiple computation to explore the solution depen-
dence on physical parameters, will require extensive computer resources, which
cost-effective parallel computation will allow.

A complete simulation code exceeds one quarter million lines of C c~de. The
MIMD architecture of the Intel machine and the interface algorithm's inherent
characteristics allow a feasible parallelization in terms of space and time. Local-
ity minimizes boundary information exchange and the explicit time step provides
convenient synchronization.

Our preliminary timing study indicates that a complete and reliable calculation
in three dimensions on a reasonably fine grid, will take over a month on a typical
workstation with a peak performance of 15 MIPS/ 2 Mflopis. However, the same

amount of work takes Intel's iPSC/860 parallel supercomputer, even in a small
configuration with 16 processors and a total peak rate of near 1 GIPS / 1 Gflop,
about a day.

The main parallel algorithmic issues for front tracking in three dimensions are
presented and analyzed. Based on these parallelization ideas and the results of
timing studies, we present arguments supporting the feasibility and justifying the
significance of introducing Darallel comDutine into this investiffat.inn

'Both authors arc in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Statistics, SUNY at Stony
Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794-3600
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Scientific Computing: Von Neumann's Vision,
Today's Realities, and the Promise

of the Future

JAMES GLIMM

1. Von Neumann's vision. Science was transformed by the invention of
calculus. The impact of computers upon science willbe at least as large.

Across a broad front, computers will allow the transition from qualita-
tive to quantitative and from descriptive to predictive. John von Neumann
foresaw that the equations describing scientific phenomena, once expressed in
mathematical terms, could be solved numerically, without recourse to routine
or repetitive experiment.

This vision is notiing tess than the second half of the scientific revolu-
tion. Throughout four centuries we have expected that a successful scientific
theory would have its major concepts expressed quantitatively as numbers
and its' major relationships expressed as mathematical equations: the truth
of this theory was settled by experimental tests and hand calculations, often
in idealized situations. The second half of the scientific revolution is no less
sweeping in its goals. The solutions of the equations are also to be obtained
on mathematical grounds, by numerical computation, without restriction to
idealized cases.

Von Neumann is the founding father of modern scientific computing. His
work in the major areas of this field-numerical analysis, numerical algo-
rithms, computations, mathematical modeling, and asymptotic analysis-
stands today as vital and seminal. In this lecture, we will trace several of

1980 Aathematics Subject Classi/icaion (1985 Revision). Primary 76N 10, 65M05. 35L65.
Key words and phrases. conservation laws. artificial viscosity, shock waves, chaos.
Supported in pan by the National Science Foundation, grant DMS-8619856: the Applied

Mathematical Sciences subprogram of the Office of Energy Research. U. S. Department of En-
ergy, under contract DE-FG02-88ER25053; the Army Research Office. grant DAAG29-SS-O 189
and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research AFOSR-88-0025.

This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere.
4D1990 American Malhtmailcal Socicl.

00S.-0717/90 S 1.00 - S 25 per page
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THE GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF NONLINEAR WAVES

IN CONSERVATION LAWS

I: FRAMEWORK

ELI L. ISAACSON

DAN MARCHESIN

C. FREDERICO PALMEIRA

BRADLEY J. PLOHR

January, 1991

ABSTRACT. We introduce a unifying framework for treating all of the fundamenital
waves occurring in general systems of n conservation laws. After trivial .olutions
have been eliminated by means of a blow-up procedure, pairs of states satisfying t(
Rankine-Hugoniot condition form an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold W. There is a
distinguished n-dimensional submanifold of W containing a single one-dii elisioiI
foliation that represents the rarefaction curves for all families. Similarly, there is a
foliation of W itself that represents shock curves. We identify other n-diinensional
submanifolds of W that are naturally interpreted as boundaries of regions of admis-
sible shock waves. These submanifolds also have one-dimensional foliations, which
represent curves of composite waves.

This geometric framework promises to simplify greatly the study of the stabiliy
and bifurcation properties of global solutions of Riemann problems for mixed ellip-
tic/hyperbolic systems. In particular, bifurcations of wave curves can be understood
as resulting from loss of transversality between foliations and admissibility botd-
aries.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). 35B32, 35L65, 35L67, 351,80, 571.5.
Key words and phrases, conservation laws, Riemann problems, wave curves, bifurcation.
This work was supported in part by: a grant from the NSF/CNPq U. S.-Latin America Cooper-

ative Science Program; the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications with funds provided by
the National Science Foundation; the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant AFOSIR
90-0075; the U. S. Army Research Office under Grant DAAL03-87-K-0028; the Financiadora d
Estudos e Projetos; the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnol6gico (CNPq);
the Fundacio de Amparo h Pesquisa do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (FAPERJ); the Coordeulacio
de Aperfeigoamento de Pessoal de Eisino Superior (CAPES); and the Sociedade Brasileira (le
Matemitica (SBM)
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PERSPECTIVES ON PARALLEL COMPUTING

Y iieLii Deng and .James Ilinmin
IDepartnient of .\ppliwe Mathcn lat ics and St atist ics

SUNY a, Stony Brook Stony Brook. NY 11 791-3600

l a' id II. Sharpt
Thleoretical Division

Los Alamnos National Laboratory
Los Alamnos, NM 875415

1 Why Compute Faster?

lechitology. information. and knowoledge are (thical coinijodit es. whose use i.s tied it) our ;thiht
to compute. The computer is a critical technology for the comptitv position of ntija&

tries. It is critical for our national security anti increasingly, it appears as ain aspect of fned La]
biologicali undestanding. The following table (Tfable 1.1) illustrates the tunes for s0olving represil-
tative mnediumi sike( and grand challnte scientific problems on typical compunters. inclun~lg one
-,imaginary Leraflop miachine" due by 1995. Thle basis for compmhrion is an estimate of as t i 14

perforimance. These numbers in the table aie acciniulated by exp4'riene. ale.1 for t~l he 4\j

putters are not yet (let4rine precisely. For mor0e established re~hilts, we obt ain Ihe itiil lelth
pti lished sou rces, based oin ca reftul benchminarks anrd stutdies ( Relfs. [11 anid [2].)

We want to coinpute bet ter' in order to understand1( more. Total coinpuitat ion al perforilalie iH
ineasiiretl by systetu and by human ciiteria. System p)erformianc'e is iieasuied in ternis of sjlee(.
1n14iiior1- and 1/O (inlput and output) capabilities. Tie humni criteria are tle iOwwledlg o)f (41i

pittationlal. algorithms, or ways of translating ideas and formulais into computer laliguiage. a iii Ihli
probe b)011lasedl u ndlest udi ug, or science, put into tile p~robleni. Pa ia]ll C l mlpit ill- is a a I('th114(
to) implr)ove systeimi performance dramatically. We exaine I hie sigiicianiie o)1 Ins very p14 41i4(111
(14'v i o p11iint

1.1 Society anid Scienice i tthe Com-1puter Age

.1 ist il5 imiachiniery has liftedt the dheadeniing weiht of nmaiiia[ labor 11(1111 ouIr haek,. ile 4 compi,14
will rrmiove the weight of repetitive mental tasks fimn ourii iiiids. Tlak~ W vove 1144 onh(I
words and number. but thle control of the machines themselves, aiid extuniith 14) I iergailiath A41
M'eiety. Thus the co4mputer comiplete~s the industrial revolution, 1'glil W'i i e in Veilti 4(4 441

,t eain engi ne, and ushers iii its own era.

*Supported by the AppliedI Nfathinatics Sbprogam of flie C.S. I'-part iiit "f DF~ It-1 [C2 -li
t4w Natiionld Scjiee Vomiio 44, girmit )\S)t151,anid the A P50(1, gralli Ilit,

1 iip144)ted by Ih1e U.S. D epartmilent of Ettiergy.



PARALLEL ALGORITHMS
FOR FLUID INTERFACE PROBLEMS*

Nic Lii Duu I uine Gliini
'I i \\ 1tli ;1td(1 QRmg" Ziaiig

Departmnti 4d Applied1 MNathenmatics and Statistics
The 'University' at Stony Brook
Stonly Brook. NY 11T94-3600

Abstrzact

III Ilhis report1, we priesenit ;Ii<) aial'vze Ile results of aplyking parallel al-
go0rit h his to a two (I 11liSiOlial -as dviiainics codle 151 o firont tracking. We
also discuss t.he i deais to generalize thle algor-it bin to t.hriee dIimensions. Tlie
ma in purpose of tlis pa per is to deimionst rate thIiat parallel compu lt ationls call
bec applied to coimplex algori t1hms. We lake front, tracking as an examle.

A nubro onpta osfor two dimnsional fluid flow have been suiccess-
fill to silino late chanot ic inixing-, shock interact ions and~ oil ieservoi r simulation.
Ini most of t hese cases, furlt her progress decpenids Ii 1)01 thbree dIimiensi onal coin-
puitatioiis. lPerforiiiig gsystema tic stu dies of ch~aot ic mnixi ng inl thIiree dIimtenisions
will reyllire the extensive coinpliter resolirces Which parallel comlpuitationis call

Ill order to (levolul a, reliable parallel progralmnling- paradligiil lu(:. three di-
iieiisioiut Studlies, we first fparallelizo It le relatively' simipler serial wo (1011(21-

sional gas dynamiics codle onl two reprceiitative ditiM~ e uu * I INIDI

parallel suo rcomnpit els, ihe iP(/80anud th liN C 1312.
The nmaiiu algor-t Ii ic issules for fronit tracking inl t hree (liliesiolls are: (1)

the conistruiction of si iface grids, (2) the conlst ruction of volume gridls which
are alalv d to (i.e. w~hiich respect, or (d0 not overlap with) speciflied sillrfaces,

3) Ilie efficient comiput ationm of initerface toplology, (I1) thle resoluition of Self

intersect ions illa a a n~l-ed ititerfacwe. and (5) parallel compj~itat ion. M.ost of
lihs.'oi.~i' ;1ir4 iiipoiiaiit fur lI1illl01loils meithIods ol coipijitatlioii. We preseilt

mnet huds for alreI ho'se is~iii's which are.( lllrohlri;Ite to I 110' 'rut t irickilipg
cont11ext.

-Sippo)e byIl lt)7..l"lalc )1klog.m h VS e~rmol 'FD"


